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Despite the rapid growth of digital
photography, students continue to embrace
the fine craft of traditional film
photography. Additionally, digital
photography professionals recommend that
students have a foundation in analog film.
The Photography Department has the
facilities and resources to accommodate a
good portion of our student population and
PHOT 81 A is a necessary and appropriate
course for maintaining the film component
of our curriculum.
No
Letter, PassINo Pass
o

III. CATALOG DESCRIPTION
An intermediate black & white film photography course with emphasis on film
processing and darkroom printing. Topics include camera exposure, black & white films
and enlarging papers, contrast control, camera filters, elementary lighting, electronic
flash, medium format cameras, finishing techniques and aesthetics of photography.

IV. MAJOR LEARNING OUTCOMES
Upon completion of this course a student will be able to:

A. Compare and contrast the available lens focal lengths, aperture settings and
camera shutter speeds as they relate to motion and depth of field.

B. Calculate camera exposures including equivalent exposures.
C. Compare different metering methods.
D. Describe the effects of various camera filters.
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E. Compare available black & white film types.
F. Examine various film and paper processing chemicals.
G. Demonstrate ability to process black & white film and produce darkroom prints.
H. Employ printing exposure and contrast controls.
I. Analyze push and pull film processing techniques.
1. Describe the four characteristics of light.
K. Integrate flash photography into shooting routine.
L. Examine the pros and cons of medium format cameras.
M. Explain and apply the techniques of conventional mounting and matting.
N. Apply elements and principles of design in addressing the aesthetics of

photography.

V.CONTENT
A. Calculating camera exposures

1. Shutter speeds
a. Affect on motion
b. Shutter speed rule
c. Tripods

2. Aperture settings
a. Relationship to focal length
b. Affect on depth of field

3. Equivalent exposures
B. Comparing metering techniques

I. Reflected light meter
2. Incident light meter
3. In-camera metering
4. Hand-held metering

C. Describing camera filters and their functions
1. Contrast filters
2. Correction filters

D. Examining the medium format camera
I. Types

a. Single Lens Reflex (SLR)
b. Twin Lens Reflex (TLR)
c. Rangefinder

2. Camera handling
E. Identifying the four characteristics of light

I. Color
2. Direction
3. Intensity
4. Quality

F. Employing electronic flash
1. As main light
2. As fill light
3. Exposure

a. Automatic
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b. Manual
G. Comparing black & white films

1. Size
2. Film speeds

a. Grain
b. Contrast

3. Resolution and acutance
H. Identifying processing chemicals

1. Film and paper developers
2. Stop bath and fixers
3. Washing aids
4. Wetting agent

I. Producing black & white negatives
I. Equipment
2. Chemistry
3. Procedure
4. Push and pull film processing

1. Producing black & white contact prints
1. Equipment and supplies
2. Method

a. Proper proof exposure
b. Processing solutions and procedures

K. Managing darkroom projection printing
1. Printing papers

a. Surfaces and grades
b. Contrast filters

2. Chemistry
3. Exposure
4. Tray processing
5. Dodging and burning-in contrast techniques

L. Applying print presentation techniques
I. Dry mounting
2. Window matting

M. Recognizing elements and principles of design
I. Elements

a. Form
b. Line
c. Shape
d. Texture
e. Value

2. Principles
a. Balance
b. Dominance
c. Proportion
d. Rhythm
e. Unity
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VI. INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGY
A. Assignments

I. In-class assignments
a. Process black & white film by chemically developing exposed black &

white film in standard processing chemistry.
b. Push and pull film by intentionally under or over-exposing film and

adjusting film processing accordingly.
c. Produce proper proof contact prints.
d. Operate darkroom equipment such as enlargers, timers, and lenses to

create black & white prints.
e. Identify and resolve contrast issues by using print filters to vary contrast
f. Employ dodging and burning-in techniques to locally affect print density
g. Use archival techniques and materials to mount photographs

2. Out-of-c1ass assignments such as
a. Produce photographs made under different lighting situations while

selecting appropriate black & white films
b. Shoot photographs that demonstrate ability to use reflected light meter
c. Adjust camera exposures for push and pull processing techniques
d. Create photographs that illustrate affect of aperture settings on depth of

field
e. Compare results of motion effects in photographs taken at different shutter

speeds
f. Shoot photographs with different filters to evaluate their influence on

various tones
g. Produce photos while employing electronic flash
h. Apply elements and principles ofdesign in shooting a body of work

B. Evaluation
1. Class critiques involving instructor-led conversation addressing the technical

and aesthetic components of assignments such as motion and depth of field
2. Grading of picture-taking assignments based on individual assignment criteria

such as successful use of medium format camera
3. Completion of final portfolio consisting ofa cohesive body of work produced

over the entire semester
C. Textbooks and other Instructional Materials

I. Instructor generated handouts such as a print processing step guide
2. Manufacturers' and suppliers' literature such as film characteristic tables
3. Online resources such as compiled film developing time and temperature

charts

VII. TITLE 5 CLASSIFICATION
CREDIT/DEGREE APPLICABLE (meets all standards of Title 5. Section 55002(a».
or
CREDITINON-DEGREE APPLICABLE (meets all standards of Title 5. Section
55002(b)).
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